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The True Story Behind Chicago, A Work of Historical Fiction

The stage & screen stories came from one source:

● Chicago Tribune, 1926: Reporter Maureen 

Watkins wrote about actual tales of murder 

based upon stories of defendants who had 

been under the influence of drink and jazz.

● She then chose to fictionalize these events in 

one connected story.
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Maureen Watkins, 
who wrote the 
play, Chicago



Historical vs. Fiction
● The character of Velma:

○ Historical

■ Belva Gaertner was dubbed the “most stylish” on Murderess Row.

■ She murdered her young, married boyfriend in a car and claimed that she couldn’t remember 

what had happened because she was drinking.

○ Fiction

■ Velma Kelly murders her husband and sister and claims, “I can’t remember a thing.”

● The character of Roxie:

○ Historical

■ Beulah Annan was dubbed the "prettiest woman" on Murderess Row.

■ She murdered her coworker/lover in her home, and while in prison, she announced that she was 

pregnant (after learning of a similar case that received the death sentence).

○ Fiction:

■ A married wanna-be cabaret star shoots her paramour, Fred, saying he was a burglar.

■ Roxie also announces her pregnancy.

● Fiction:  The two women meet on “Murderess Row.”  But they never met in real life!

.
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Climate of the 1920s
● Watkins landed front page articles

● Crime started being treated with a “sense of humor.”

● Readers were enthralled.

● Beginning of movies, radio, and advertising

Professor Thomas Pauly, an author of a book focusing on the 1920s culture, says: 

“It’s an interesting look at the way that things, even murder cases, get merchandised, and 
how media-driven murder cases can turn the accused into celebrities.  

Maurine Watkins capitalized on ‘murder as humor.’”

● Sensationalism of criminal celebrities began.

● Watkins leaves news reporting to become a screenwriter

A modern-day example of a sensationalized headline 
that can turn a violent news story into a spectacle.
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● Relevance: The current media trend is to focus on the topics that sell newspapers and 

subscriptions. “If it bleeds, it leads” - this mirrors the manipulative nature of the press in 

the 1920s. 



Themes of Chicago
● Social Commentary and Satire

○ The acknowledgement of the media’s and, in turn, all of 
society’s tendency to be persuaded by money and flash (“We 
Both Reached for the Gun”)

○ Obsessing over and idolizing abhorrent people and events 
(“Roxie”)

■ "The more we like Velma & Roxie, the more we prove the show's point: 
that we find decadence entertaining, seductive, and mesmerizing" - 
Scott Miller

● Danger of Corruption with the Media and Court System

○ Manipulating the jurors/judges; based on actual history of all-male juries and glamorized female criminals in 
Chicago during the 1920s (“Razzle Dazzle”)

○ Unequal access to defense; the only innocent “murderess” is hanged because she was an immigrant who 
couldn’t afford the high-powered attorney (“All I Care About”)

● Relevant Today and Across Time

○ Based on actual historical events from the 1920s, made into a musical in the 1970s, becoming even more 
relevant today with the advent and inundation of social media

Controlling the media like puppets in “We Both Reached for the Gun” 
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What to look forward to:
● A superior opportunity to explore complex and 

relevant social themes on stage 

● Sophisticated and well-written dialogue

● Some of the best and most well-known songs in 

musical theatre

● An opportunity to perform elaborate and challenging 

Fosse-inspired choreography, one of the best 

choreographers in the history of Modern American 

Theatre

Roxie Hart singing about the relevant theme 
of ‘celebrity’ in the song “Roxie.”
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This show will be a genuine challenge on all fronts! It is a very well-known musical that 
brings high expectations, but we know that you will continue to exceed expectations!


